Reduced thymus activity and infection prematurely age the immune system
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The aging process affects all aspects of the immune system, particularly the T cells. The immune system in older individuals is often characterized by lower T cell numbers, lower naive/memory T cell ratios, and lower T cell diversity. Most measures of inflammation increase with age. Why this happens, and why there is so much person-to-person variability in these changes, is not known. In this issue of the JCI, Sauce and colleagues show that removal of the thymus during infancy results in premature onset of many of these age-associated changes to the immune system (see the related article beginning on page 3070). The effect of thymectomy was particularly notable in those individuals who acquired CMV infection. Data from this study, as well as data from other observational settings, suggest that reduced thymic function and persistent viral infections combine to accelerate a decline in immunologic function.

The aging process affects all organs, including the immune system. Immunologic aging, generally referred to as “immunosenescence,” clearly affects T cell function, but changes also occur in B cells, antigen-presenting cells, NK cells, and perhaps even stem cells. With respect to T cells, the major age-associated changes include a decline in the total number of cells, a shift from a naive to a memory/effector T cell population, and a decline in CD8+ T cell receptor repertoire diversity. Generalized inflammation also increases with age, perhaps due to a loss of immunoregulatory function. These age-associated alterations result in immune compromise with potential susceptibilities to infection, autoimmunity, and neoplasia. Nearly all of the typical age-associated complications, including heart disease, cancer, infection, dementia, and frailty, have been epidemiologically linked (but not necessarily causally linked) to the process of immunosenescence.

Effect of thymectomy and CMV on immunosenescence

Although the pathogenesis of immunosenescence has been well studied in experimental models, very little mechanistic work has been performed in humans. In this issue of the JCI, Sauce and colleagues studied a group of young adults who as infants underwent complete removal of their thymus during the surgical correction of a congenital heart defect (1). Compared with age-matched controls, the thymectomized adults had a number of classic age-associated immunologic abnormalities, including lower total T cell counts and a preferential loss of naive T cells. These observations were not surprising, because the thymus is an estab-
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lished source of naive T cells (Figure 1) and a prior study of thymectomized persons found comparable results (2). What was novel was the observation that thymectomized adults exhibited a surprising degree of diversity in their immunologic profile, and a small subset (8 of 25, 32%) had a number of profound perturbations that are typically associated with very advanced aging (i.e., very low CD4+ T cell count, very low naive T cell frequency, reduced CD8+ T cell repertoire, and high number of CD57+ immunosenescent memory T cells). These changes were comparable to that observed in a group of older individuals (more than 75 years old), CMV seropositivity among those who had undergone thymectomy was strongly (but not universally) associated with the presence of these profound age-associated immunologic abnormalities (Figure 2).

This association between CMV infection and immunologic aging (1) has been observed in other clinical scenarios. Among older individuals, the presence of CMV infection is associated with lower CD4+/CD8+ T cell ratios, lower naive/memory T cell ratios, reduced T cell proliferation, and an oligoclonal expansion of memory effector cells (3). Many of these changes have been associated with increased morbidity and mortality among older adults (4, 5). Among HIV-infected persons, CMV infection is predictive of progression to non-CMV end-organ disease and death (6). This effect may be related to the complex effect of CMV on the immune system in these already-immunocompromised patients (7). CD8+ T cell repertoire skewing in the period following an autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant has also been reported to be associated with CMV infection (8). All of these apparently CMV-susceptible populations share one consistent characteristic: strong evidence for compromised thymic function and/or reduced ability to generate thymus-derived naive CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.

It is well known that CMV causes an extraordinary expansion of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells. This is even true in immunocompetent young adults (9). It is also now well established that thymectomy during childhood results in sustained immunologic abnormalities, such as lower T cell counts and a lower naive/memory T cell ratio. As now reported by Sauce et al. (1), this is apparently even true in CMV-infected adults who have undergone a thymectomy. The real question raised by the Sauce et al. study is what accounts for the apparent interaction between these two risk factors. In other words, are the effects of CMV and lack of thymic function more than additive and, if so, why? At this point in time, we can only speculate on these questions, but a number of diverse observations indicate sustained inflammation as a potential factor. Experimental ablation of the thymus in mice results in increased pathogen burden (including increased gut microbial translocation) and chronic inflammation (10). The surgical removal of the thymus at birth results in higher levels of inflammatory biomarkers, as reported by Sauce et al. (1), and the reversal of thymic dysfunction therapeutically is associated with reduced T cell activation (11). The capacity of CMV to cause high-level, antigen-specific and perhaps non-antigen-specific inflammatory responses is well known (9, 12). Theoretically, the lack of a thymus and the presence of CMV may result in sustained inflammation and high-level T cell turnover, resulting eventually in an exhausted ability of an already compromised immune system to maintain a normal healthy adaptive immune system. Although the potential link between inflammation and immunologic “exhaustion” and/or immunosenescence is often discussed in the literature, no definitive proof for this concept exists, at least in humans (13, 14).

Figure 1
Mechanisms of naive T cell production. The naive T cell population can be maintained by ongoing T cell production in the thymus. Hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow give rise to Lin−Sca-1+−c-Kit+ (LSK) progenitors that settle in the thymus and give rise to naive T cells. With limited thymus function, proliferation of existing T cells in the periphery, which occurs via a thymus-independent pathway, can contribute to T cell numbers, but such T cell populations tend to be oligoclonal and have a memory phenotype. Complete surgical removal of the thymus early in life results in life-long reduction in naive T cell counts, as shown by Sauce and colleagues in their study in this issue of the JCI (1).

Limitations in current literature
The current study by Sauce and colleagues has a number of other limitations that deserve comment (1). First, given the cross-sectional nature of the study, it is possible (albeit unlikely) that the presence of a thymectomized adult is associated with high levels of CMV infection. Indeed, T cell function, as defined by antigen-specific cytokine production, was comparable to that observed in age-matched CMV-seropositive controls. A follow-up study focusing on these populations — with pre- and post-CMV infection samples analyzed, if possible — would provide more definitive evidence for the hypothesis that the lack of thymic function and the acquisition of CMV result in a synergistic effect on immune function. Third, although the sample size was reasonable, many of the novel findings are derived from the small subset of seven CMV-seropositive thymectomized adults. Larger studies are now warranted. Finally, as noted by the authors, no one has shown that thymectomy in humans results in a higher risk of significant morbidity and mortality. Indeed, T cell function, as defined by antigen-specific cytokine production, was comparable in the age-matched thymectomized and control populations (1). Although it is reasonable to assume that the combination of a prior thymectomy and CMV infection will result in higher than expected rates of a number of age-associated conditions, this will need to be explicitly studied as the current generation of thymectomized adults reach older age.

Clinical implications
These data have a number of clinical implications (1). First, as stated by Sauce and colleagues, the surgical removal of thymus during pediatric heart surgery
might be revisited, if technically feasible. Leaving any remnants of the thymus intact may prove over decades to be beneficial. Second, more urgency is needed for the development of a vaccine to prevent CMV infection and/or the development of new therapeutic approaches to treat or even eradicate CMV. To date, most vaccine studies have focused on women of child-bearing age (to prevent congenital CMV infection) and most therapeutic trials have focused on those immunocompromised patients who are at risk for end-organ CMV disease (i.e., post-transplantation, advanced HIV disease). Given the emerging dataset implicating CMV as a key factor in driving immunologic aging, and given the growing data that these immunosenescent findings have clinical implications (at least in the very old), any intervention that can prevent or cure CMV infection might prove to have implications for a large segment of our population. Third, an antiinflammatory agent that could be given indefinitely might prove to have benefit in delaying the combined effects of CMV infection and lack of thymic function on the aging process. Given the proinflammatory nature of this clinical scenario, it would not be surprising if such patients prove to be at an increased risk for many age- and inflammation-associated diseases, such as cardiovascular disease.

Perhaps the most promising area of investigation pertains to immune-based therapeutics that can enhance thymic function in adults. The maintenance of normal T cell immunity depends upon the generation of new T cells and the proliferation of those cells already released into peripheral compartments—that is, thymus-dependent and thymus-independent peripheral expansion pathways (15). Both pathways may be manipulated therapeutically. Growth hormone and its associated biologic partner IGF-1 enhance thymopoiesis by increasing the thymus epithelial cell compartment (16). Growth hormone has already shown promise in enhancing the thymic function of HIV-1–infected adults in clinical trials (11). It is known that androgen signaling blockade enhances thymus function in part by upregulation of expression of CCL25 on medullary thymus epithelium (17). Interfering with the androgen signaling pathway increases thymus function in humans as well as mice (18). IL-7 supports the peripheral expansion of existing naive T cell populations. In an initial phase I study of recombinant human IL-7 (rhIL-7) administration in humans, rhIL-7 disproportionately increased the numbers of naive and central memory cells. CD8+ T cell repertoire diversity also increased. These effects were age-independent and persisted after therapy (19, 20).

Although the use of immune-based therapeutics to accelerate immune reconstitution has suffered a number of major
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Secondary hyperparathyroidism often occurs in chronic kidney disease (CKD) and vitamin D deficiency, resulting in increased fractures and mortality. Understanding factors that stimulate parathyroid hormone (PTH) synthesis is important for devising methods to treat this condition. Previous work has demonstrated that murine Pth mRNA levels are regulated by proteins that bind AU-rich elements (AREs) within the 3' UTR region of Pth mRNA and influence Pth mRNA stability. In this issue of the JCI, Nechama et al. demonstrate that in murine secondary hyperparathyroidism associated with CKD or Ca deficiency, the activity of Pin1, a peptidyl-prolyl isomerase, is reduced (see the related article beginning on page 3102). Reduced Pin1 activity resulted in the phosphorylation and degradation of an ARE-binding protein, K-homology splicing regulator protein (KSRP), which normally enhances the degradation of Pth mRNA. The activity of other ARE-binding proteins, such as AU-rich binding factor 1 (AUF1), that increase Pth mRNA stability, was increased, thereby increasing PTH synthesis. This work suggests new ways by which to regulate PTH synthesis in secondary hyperparathyroidism.
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RNA processing in the cytoplasm regulates RNA concentrations

Following transcription, nascent RNA is processed by 5' methyl capping, splicing, cleavage, and polyadenylation in the nucleus (1–4) (Figure 1). RNA is exported from the nucleus and associates with various cellular structures prior to association with the ribosome. In the cytoplasm, RNA transcripts interact with RNA-binding proteins that influence RNA half-life and stability within the cell (5–8) (Figure 1). RNA-binding proteins (Table 1) associate with sequence-specific elements (adenine- and uridine-rich elements [AREs]) either within the coding or, more usually, within the 3' UTRs of RNA. AREs regulate the rate at which mRNAs are degraded in cells and were first described as important elements involved in the regulation of the stability and half-life of proteins. AREs often contain overlapping adenosine- and uridine-containing AUUUU pentamers that are found in U-rich regions within the 3' UTRs of various genes (13). Three classes of AREs have been described: class I AREs contain
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